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What we need to discuss with GSPWG 

1. Sustainability Goal: qualitative description [input received]

2. Undesirable results for each indicator

▪ GW Levels → examples: Protection of Domestic Wells, 2015 versus aspirational 

[input received]

▪ Storage [input received]

▪ Surface Water Depletion→ Protection of GDEs, Protection of Interconnected 

surface Waters [input received]

▪ Water Quality → Constituents  - SMC, monitoring only [input received]

▪ Subsidence [input received]

▪ Seawater Intrusion [input received] 2
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SMC for each Indicator

3. Sustainable Management Criteria (minimum thresholds, measurable objectives, 

interim milestones)

▪ GW Levels [input received]

▪ Storage [input received]

▪ Surface Water Depletion [input received]

▪ Water Quality [input received]

▪ Subsidence [input received]

▪ Sustainable yield [input received]
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Monitoring Networks, Baseline Assumptions and PMAs

4. Monitoring Networks 

▪ GW Levels [input received]

▪ ISW [input received]

▪ Water Quality [input received]

▪ GDEs (not a sustainability indicator, but a beneficial user of groundwater) [input received]

5. Baseline Assumptions [input received]

6. Projects and Management Actions

▪ Options for GSP

▪ Groundwater Substitution Transfers [input received]

▪ Recharge [input received]

▪ Groundwater Banking/Accounting [input received]

▪ Others [input received]

▪ Model Scenarios – to assess effectiveness of PMAs [input received]
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Agreements and Implementation

7. Inter-basin Coordination (data sharing, communications, do no harm, …)

Cosumnes, Yolo, Solano, NASb

Areas of coordination/info sharing: SMC, Stream depletion estimates, GDE 

identification, Monitoring, Interconnected surface water, Groundwater flows at boundaries, 

and Coordination letters [discussions in progress]

8. GSP Implementation

Governance Structure/Fee structure [discussions in progress]

Management Actions [discussions in progress]

Estimated Costs/Budget [discussions in progress]
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Discussion - Questions?

Thank you!
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PROPOSED RESPONSES TO SELECTED 
COMMENTS ON DRAFT GSP

Input required from GSPWG
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GSP timeline

Released public draft 
of GSP on June 18, 

2021.

Two-month comment 
period.

Comments received 
by August 18, 2021.

Final GSP 

Late October 2021

GSA Board approval

December 2021

Final GSP 
submission 
January 
2022

September 17: 

Initial reply to key 

comments.
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Executive Summary

▪ Comment No. 1:

▪ Requested re-write of Executive Summary to be 
understandable to lay person

▪ Proposed Response:

▪ Add one page “abstract” to the start of the Executive Summary to 
summarize the overarching purpose and conclusions of the GSP



Section 2 Comment Response Topics

▪ Climate change

▪ Use of data from 2015 vs 2020 Urban Water Management Plans

▪ Representation of commercial and industrial water use in CoSANA

▪ SASb sustainable yield estimate



Comments on Climate Change

▪ Summary of comments:

▪ The Central Tendency Scenario used in the GSP understates the potential negative effects 
of climate change. The GSP should include a severe drought scenario as well.

▪ Provide an explanation of assumptions that were used in the GSP climate change analysis

▪ Include a management action for a revised climate change study to be performed before 
the 2025 GSP update

▪ Response:

▪ A Hot and Dry scenario analysis is under development in context of sensitivity of PMAs 
and SMCs included in the GSP; this sensitivity scenario will be described in the GSP

▪ Additional explanation of the assumptions and rationale for the climate change scenario 
will be included in the water budget section and CoSANA documentation

▪ The GSP working group can consider a more robust climate change analysis for the 2025 
GSP Update; it does not need to be incorporated into the plan as a management action



Comments on Urban Water Management Plan Data

▪ Summary of comments:

▪ The GSP uses data from 2015 UWMPs; it should be updated to use 2020 
UWMP data now that it is available

▪ Response:

▪ The summary tables in the Plan Area section of the GSP will be updated to 
show 2020 UWMP data

▪ However, CoSANA model input and output data cannot be updated at this 
time. All results using CoSANA data (i.e. water budget section) will not be 
updated



Comments on CoSANA Commercial & Industrial Use 
Assumptions

▪ Summary of comments:

▪ The GSP should assess the groundwater production of commercial and 
industrial users that may not be included in the UWMPs and incorporate this 
production into the Water Budget and other sections of the Plan.

▪ Response:

▪ These uses were incorporated into the model to the extent that data was 
available

▪ Typical quantities are small relative to overall Basin pumping

▪ Modifications of assumptions could be considered in future CoSANA updates



Comments on SASb Sustainable Yield Estimate

▪ The Background section is duplicative of the material presented in 
Section 1 and does not materially contribute to the technical 
presentation Basin’s sustainable yield under SGMA

▪ Response: The Background section provides context for how the GSP’s 
sustainable yield estimate relates to previous Basin management. 

▪ The discussion of uncertainties associated with the Sustainable Yield 
analysis do not mention the uncertainty associated with climate 
change. We should point out that the rate of climate change and its 
potential impacts on the sustainable yield estimate

▪ Response: This can be incorporated into the Sustainable Yield section, 
referencing back to the climate change discussions in the Water Budget 
section



Comments on SASb Sustainable Yield Estimate

▪ Need a better discussion for the layperson of how the analysis was 
conducted and why 235,000 AFY is the average sustainable yield

▪ Response: Comment noted. Additional explanation will be provided.

▪ There needs to be a better presentation of how the range of pumping 
was developed. It is not intuitive to the layperson why a range of 
pumping of 210,000-270,000 AFY is acceptable.

▪ Response: The section narrative will be revised to make more clear that the 
range of pumping shown by year type is meant to be descriptive of typical 
operational patterns and was not meant to be prescriptive.



Comments on SASb Sustainable Yield Estimate

▪ The document presents a table of annual pumping levels with, if 
adhered to, would ensure the basin is managed sustainably. However, 
there is no mention of management actions to ensure that basin 
pumping is managed to achieve these levels.

▪ Response: See response above. The pumping levels by water year are 
reflective of an average of 235,000 AFY, and are meant to provide 
guidelines for operational flexibility to implement water supply projects and 
to manage year-to-year weather variability.

▪ Under projected conditions with the PMAs, there is not a projection of 
overdraft in the SASb. However, additional adaptive management 
strategies can be used to maintain long-term sustainability of the basin. 
These do not necessarily need to be explicitly included in the GSP. 



Section 3
1. Monitoring network deficiencies and data gaps prevent identification of 
impacts to wells, GDEs, ISW.

Reassessment of domestic well impacts considering uncertainty in the number of active 
wells.

A vulnerable well protection plan has been drafted (Section 4.7) and calls for a well 
census, volunteer monitoring network, well advisory group, and well rehabilitation 
fund. Years 1-2 of the program will focus on filling data gaps, increased coordination 
between agencies and ag-res residents, and building a volunteer well monitoring 
program.

Section 3.5 of the GSP details plans to collect missing screened interval/depth 
information and install new wells and stream gages along ISW. Satellite imagery will 
be used to assess GDE greenness throughout implementation. Management 
action/budget in Sections 4/5 will be added.

Potential groundwater quality data collection at Ag-res wells that can be 
incorporated into the volunteer well monitoring network – discussion in progress.

The principal aquifer is well represented by RMPs (n = 45) and exceeds DWR 
recommended well density for a basin of our size and pumping (n = 16). It will be 
augmented by additional monitoring of ISW (stream gages) and GDEs (satellite). The 
volunteer monitoring network will add groundwater level data.



Section 3

2. MTs should not be set below 2015 groundwater levels. 

MTs need not address effects that occurred before 2015.

MTs can be set at any level provided the avoidance of significant and 
unreasonable (not necessarily non-zero) impacts to beneficial users of 
groundwater (i.e., wells, ISW, GDEs).

3. MTs are not protective enough for wells, ISW, and GDEs. Identification 
of significant and unreasonable results at 25% of RMPs exceeding MTs 
for three consecutive years is not protective enough.

SMC were based on impact analyses to wells, ISW, and GDE beneficial users 
(Appendices 3A-3C). Analyses assume a theoretical worst-case (and highly 
unlikely) scenario where all MTs are simultaneously reached. Estimated impacts 
to domestic wells (1% to 2%), GDE area (-3% to +4%), and ISW reach length 
(0% to -3%) are minimal and depend on climate change. Impacts are greater 
than 0, but are small enough to be within modeling uncertainty, and fall below 
ranges defined by GSAs to be significant and unreasonable.
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Figure 3-8 (also see Figure 3-9) Figure 3-6



Section 4

▪ Comment No. 4.1 - Add a Project or Management Action to require 
demand reduction by municipal and agricultural users

▪ Proposed Response

▪ Such a PMA is unnecessary and beyond jurisdiction of GSAs.  Modeling 
scenarios demonstrate that planned projects and actions in SASb will result 
in a sustainable basin.  Demand reductions for urban users will occur as 
result of planned UWMP actions.  A proposed management action in the 
GSP includes coordination with urban water suppliers to track status of 
demand reduction plans for incorporation in modeling updates. 



Section 4

▪ Comment No. 4.2 – Request management action to fill data gaps 
identified in Section 3 of the GSP.

▪ Proposed response

▪ Add a management action to Section 4 to address this comment and add a 
budget item in Section 5 for GSA implementation of this task.



Section 4

▪ Comment No. 4.3 – Support for Well Protection Program, request for 
increased attention to monitoring groundwater levels and quality in 
shallow wells

▪ Proposed Response

▪ Include modified Section 4.7.1 in GSP, include provisions for addressing 
monitoring needs through volunteer monitoring network, include budget for 
GSA support for water quality monitoring



Section 4

▪ Comment No. 4.4 – Add a management action to specifically address 
GSA involvement in review and approval of water banking, water 
transfers, and conjunctive use projects.  Specifically prohibit out of 
subbasin water transfers.

▪ Proposed response

▪ Separate processes exist for each of these activities.  Discussion among GSP 
working group members and other GSA representatives have indicated no 
consensus to include more detail on these activities in the GSP.  The GSP 
includes a management action to coordinate and communicate on these and 
other issues of mutual interest to SASb GSAs.



Section 4

▪ Comment No. 4.5 – Add a management action to prepare an updated 
Climate Change assessment to be included in the 5-year update

▪ Proposed response

▪ Need input from GSPWG



Section 5

▪ Comment No. 5.1 - Add greater detail, commitment and interim 
milestones to the “coordination” management action pertaining to the 
following:  well protection program, wells standards revisions, water 
banking provisions,  monitoring program data gaps, public engagement

▪ Proposed response

▪ Need input/direction from GSPWG to add such detail



Section 5

▪ Comment No. 5.2 – Provide public release/access to data

▪ Proposed response

▪ Data will be available through annual reports to DWR.  GSAs may consider 
additional release of data through website, database system portals, or 
other means as part of public engagement plan.



Section 5

▪ Comment 5.3 – Add a description of actions to be taken if SMC are not 
attained (e.g. undesirable results occur)

▪ Proposed response

▪ Robust analysis and available information indicates that such an occurrence 
is not likely in SASb.  

▪ The focus of GSAs under SGMA will  be to track and report annually on the 
status of SMC attainment.  Language will be added to describe actions to 
be taken by GSAs to investigate problems and to take necessary action to 
resolve them in the event they occur. 



Section 5

▪ Comment 5.4 – Add more detail regarding governance agreement 
between GSAs to implement GSP, funding plan for GSA expenditures

▪ Proposed response

▪ Need input from GSA governance group.  Add detail if available and if so 
directed by GSA representatives.


